
Free First Home Buyer Guide From WA Housing
Centre Now Available As Downloadable eBook
First home buyers in Perth will learn how
to best leverage their budget and
available government programs like the
FHOG in WA to purchase their dream
home.

WEST PERTH, WA, AUSTRALIA,
February 28, 2014 /EINPresswire.com/ --
First home buyers in Perth have a
valuable new resource. WA Housing

Centre, experts in providing first time buyers with beautiful new properties, have made their powerful
first home buyer guide available for free download on their website
(http://www.wahousingcentre.com.au/home-ownership).

There is a lot that goes into
buying a new home, but it
doesn't have to be an
overwhelming or stressful
process.

Bryony Chandler

This easy to understand eBook helps to answer some of the
most common questions that first time homeowners often face
when navigating the sometimes intimidating purchasing
process.

"There is a lot that goes into buying a new home, but it doesn't
have to be an overwhelming or stressful process. We've
assembled some of our most powerful tips in our new home
buyers guide to help buyers better understand their options for
everything from property selection to financing," said Bryony

Chandler, Marketing Coordinator at BGC Residential Pty Ltd
(http://www.wahousingcentre.com.au/about-us).

By filling out a simple form on the WA Housing Centre website, prospective homeowners will have
access to a wide range of information, including:

•	How to choose a home and land package tailored to a specific budget and lifestyle.
•	How to determine and access the best available financing options.
•	How to gain access to all of the Government grants buyers may be eligible for, including the First
Home Owners Grant (FHOG)
•	How to determine what buyers can afford to borrow and what deposit they might need.

In addition, the guide includes a handy First Homebuyer Checklist to help guide readers through the
initial stages of purchasing and building their first home. The checklist was developed using the more
than two decades of experience WA House Centre has helping clients build their first new home.

"It's our goal to ensure that all of the families we assist have all of the information they need to not
only achieve their dreams of homeownership, but to do so in a way that ensures they get the best
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possible value from their purchase. From details about the FHOG in WA, to information on how to
receive concessions on stamp duty for their first home, our guide is designed to offer easy answers to
sometimes complicated questions," Chandler said. 

To download the WA Housing Centre First Home Buyer Guide, click here or visit
http://www.wahousingcentre.com.au/home-ownership.

For more information about all of the home & land packages available from WA Housing Centre, visit
their website, or call them at 08 6555 7585 in Perth or 08 9760 1900 in South West.

About WA Housing Centre: 
For more than 20 years, WA Housing Centre has been helping first home buyers realise their dream
of home ownership. From Perth to the South West - and for every lifestyle in between - WA Housing
Centre knows what it takes to create inspiring and affordable homes. From assisting clients with home
loan requirements to securing land and choosing the perfect design, WA Housing Centre has created
a one-stop home buying experience designed to make the entire process as simple and stress free as
possible.
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